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Resilient
and renewed
in Arizona
Intel is making bold investments in our
future here in Arizona.
Intel has innovated and invested in Arizona for more than four
decades, and as Intel’s U.S. manufacturing powerhouse, our
operations in Arizona are vital to Intel’s ability to create the worldchanging technology we all depend on.

Intel’s story is
tightly woven with
Arizona’s history
and our community –
and our commitment
is stronger than ever.

In the last year, with our new Chief Executive Officer, Pat
Gelsinger, we broke ground on not one, but two new leadingedge factories, or fabs, at our Ocotillo campus. We launched a
new semiconductor manufacturing workforce development
alliance with Maricopa Community Colleges and the First Lady of
the United States. We also started a new initiative with YWCA
Metropolitan Phoenix to address equity in science, technology,
engineering, arts, and mathematics (STEAM). Finally, we
doubled down on sustainability, setting a new goal to achieve netzero greenhouse gas emissions across our operations by 2040.

With all this new on the horizon, we are thankful for our deep
Arizona roots which enabled us to make these big moves. Intel’s
story is tightly woven with Arizona’s history and our community –
and our commitment to community is stronger than ever.
From the hundreds of Arizona businesses we depend on, to the
incredible community partners we support, and our generous and
dedicated employees, we’re all in it together.
I’m so pleased to share this report with you all about how Intel is
enabling a brighter future for all of us in Arizona.

Liz Shipley
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Intel’s

Strategy

Intel has a long history of leadership in corporate responsibility. We have a track record of
setting ambitious goals and transparently reporting on both our progress and our challenges.
For decades, we have worked to advance progress on complex issues together with our
customers and other stakeholders. We are committed to accelerate the adoption of
responsible, inclusive, and sustainable practices in key areas in our operations and supply
chain, and across the technology industry and society. To understand how our RISE strategy
will influence Intel in Arizona, read on.

Responsible

Inclusive

Drive to even higher levels of safety, wellness,
and responsible business practices in our
own operations and supply chain. We will also
collaborate with others and revolutionize how
technology will improve health and safety
through strategic healthcare, manufacturing,
and transportation initiatives.

Advance diversity and inclusion at Intel, including
doubling the number of women and
underrepresented minorities in senior leadership
roles. Together with a broad range of
stakeholders, we will strive to make technology
fully inclusive and expand digital readiness for
everyone.

Sustainable

Enabling

Continue to invest in reducing our own
environmental footprint, including goals for
absolute carbon emissions reductions, 100%
renewable energy use, net positive water use,
and zero total waste to landfill. We will also
take on the challenge together with our
customers and others to achieve carbon
neutral computing through improved product
energy efficiency and sustainable design –
and the increased application of technology
solutions to reduce emissions in high-impact
industries.

Accelerate the ways in which we will enable
progress through our technology and the
expertise and passion of Intel employees. We
believe that the health of our community
depends on an increasingly inclusive community
of innovators prepared for the jobs of the future.
We are collaborating with others to broaden
access to opportunity, support community
needs, and inspire the next generation of
innovators.

For more on Intel’s RISE strategy and our goals, visit www.intel.com/2030goals
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Responsible

Lead in advancing safety, wellness, and responsible
business practices across our global manufacturing
operations, our value chain, and beyond.

As Arizona’s largest technology developer and manufacturer, we are building on our long
history as a leader in corporate citizenship to further advance safety, wellness, and responsible
business practices across our global manufacturing operations, our value chain, and beyond.

Growing Arizona’s Economy
Intel provides high-skill, high-paying jobs and also supports the economy through our research and
development ecosystem spending, sourcing activities, and tax revenue. In 2021, Intel invested $2
billion in capital in Arizona; since 1979, we’ve invested close to $32 billion in capital to support our
Arizona operations. The $20 billion investment in two new fabs on our Ocotillo campus is also well
underway.

Reimagining Work
The pandemic compressed a decade’s worth of change into
months. From a crisis came an opportunity to reimagine how
we work and collaborate. We recently announced that the
majority of employees will split their time between working
remotely and in the office. As a manufacturing company, some
roles will always be “on-site” full time. Our goal is to enable
remote and on-site work where it drives the best output, while
ensuring everyone has equitable access to the systems,
resources, and opportunities needed to thrive. Read more

Investing in
Arizona’s Job Creators
Our preference is to source locally
when possible, and as a result, we
spent $7.2 billion with Arizonabased organizations in 2021. Intel
and these organizations create
thousands of jobs for people in
our community – an estimated
58,600 Arizona jobs, according
to our most recent U.S. economic
impact study.

In September 2021, we broke ground on two new computer chip
factories in Arizona. Watch the groundbreaking ceremony

By Numbers

$8.6 B

Intel’s estimated annual economic
impact, based on 2019 data.

$7.2 B

Intel spending in 2021 with Arizonabased organizations.

1.5%

Percent of Arizona statewide jobs
supported by Intel’s operations.
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Inclusive

Advance diversity and inclusion across our global workforce
and industry, and expand opportunities for others through
technology, inclusion, and digital readiness initiatives.

We believe current and future workforces need to
reflect the makeup of this nation. Together with a
broad range of stakeholders, we’re working to
make careers in technology fully inclusive and
expand digital readiness for everyone.

Partnering to Address Equity in STEAM
In 2021, Intel Arizona and YWCA Metropolitan
Phoenix launched a pilot program, Equity in
STEAM initiative, designed to address the
systemic barriers preventing some women and
people of color from pursuing and growing within
careers in STEAM. In January2022, we
announced grants and a leadership cohort for 20
Arizona schools and nonprofits. Learn more

Supporting Diverse Businesses
Intel has a goal to double annual spending with
diverse suppliers to $2 billion and
expand inclusive sourcing programs and
partnerships. For the third consecutive year,
the Arizona Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
welcomed Intel into the Arizona 2021
Million Dollar Circle of Excellence for inclusivity
and diversity in procurement spending.

Building an Inclusive
Industry Talent Pipeline
First Lady of the United States, Dr. Jill Biden,
visited Intel Arizona in 2022 to show her support
for Intel’s innovative partnerships with Maricopa
Community College District (MCCD) to support
the growing technology industry’s employment
needs and welcome diverse talent into the
technical workforce. Intel and MCCD announced a
new semiconductor manufacturing Quick
Start program and celebrated the opening of the
first artificial intelligence (AI) incubator lab to
enable students to land AI careers in high-tech,
healthcare, automotive, industrial and aerospace
fields.

Representatives from our inaugural Equity in STEAM
cohort at the City of Chandler Multicultural Festival
Photo courtesy: YWCA Metropolitan Phoenix

By Numbers

20
Arizona educators and nonprofit
leaders received $50,000 in grants
and completed our inaugural Equity in
STEAM Initiative’s Equity Leadership
Learning Series.

$1.6 M
Intel and Dell joint investment to
support Chandler High School
technology pilot to create a new
blueprint for how devices are deployed
into K-12 schools.

$73 M
Intel direct spending with diversecertified Arizona businesses in 2021.
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Sustainable

Be a global leader in sustainability and enable our
customers and others to reduce their environmental
impact through our actions and technology.

At Intel, we continually strive to improve our operations and minimize our impact on the
environment. In our view, a commitment to sustainability requires a broad portfolio of efforts;
we pursue new ways to reduce emissions, conserve energy, and invest in renewable
energy, efficient building design, water conservation and restoration, and more.

Conserving and Restoring Water in Arizona
By responsibly managing our water use, guided by our Global Water Policy, we can meet our
business needs as well as those of our community, and reach our goal of achieving net positive
water use by 2030. In 2021, Intel returned and restored approximately 95% of our Arizona
freshwater use to our community and local watersheds, through our water management practices
and project investments. We reduced our total use of freshwater, conserving more than 3.1 billion
gallons of water in Arizona in 2021.
Intel has also funded more than 15 nonprofit-led water restoration projects , which restored 887
million gallons of water in 2021 to support Arizona’s water resources. Most recently, we provided
funding to support a Trout Unlimited project to reestablish connectivity of the Colorado River
near Windy Gap Reservoir.

How Intel is Addressing Climate Change
In April 2022, Intel announced a new commitment to reach net-zero greenhouse gas emissions
in our global operations by 2040. This new goal complements our 100% renewable electricity
goal; Intel purchases green power from utility suppliers and green attributes from multiple
sources to meet 100% of our electricity use in Arizona.
Intel’s Ocotillo WATR facility has the capacity to
treat and recycle up to 9 million gallons of water per day

By Numbers

887 M
Gallons of water restored in 2021 by Intelfunded projects supporting Arizona’s water
resources.

3.1 B
Gallons of water conserved by Intel Arizona
in 2021, enough to supply close to 59,000
Arizona residents for one year (Source:
AZwater.gov).
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Enabling

Through innovative technology and the expertise and passion of
our employees, we enable positive change within Intel, across our
industry, and beyond.

In Arizona, we are focused on addressing issues
that will make our community a more vibrant place
for everyone. We work with nonprofits leaders and
community members to initiate collective action.
Our generous employees consistently choose to
donate their time and financial resources to create
positive change in communities statewide.

Catalyzing Employee Volunteerism
Thousands of Intel Arizona employees volunteer each
year, supporting hundreds of local schools and
nonprofits, and we are grateful to encourage, support,
and amplify their work. Two ways we give back every
year are by hosting used technology donation drives
with long-time partner AZStRUT and holding
employee Holiday Drives to provide gifts to foster
children, families experiencing houselessness, and
seniors in need within the Greater Phoenix community.

Support for Sun Lakes Seniors
When a Sun Lakes neighbor shared that a local
nonprofit, Neighbors Who Care, was in dire need for a
new vehicle to provide critical transportation services
to seniors in the Sun Lakes and Chandler area, Intel
provided a $25,000 grant to help fund the purchase.
The new van was unveiled in April 2022, and now
Neighbors Who Care volunteers can continue helping
seniors with grocery shopping, doctors’ appointments,
and other essential errands.

Digital Literacy in Arizona and Beyond
As part of the Intel RISE Technology Initiative, Intel
employees volunteer with the Welcome to America
Project in Phoenix to provide digital literacy skills,
online English as a second language tutoring and job
searching for local refugees. In partnership with the
N50 alliance, Welcome to America Project is also
supporting the rollout of technology in Luumbo, a
rural community in southern Zambia, to ensure that
education, health and agricultural needs of the
community are met.

Top: Collecting technology donations for AZStRUT
Bottom: Intel employees assembled STEM kits
for Hartford Elementary in Chandler

By Numbers

$ 7.0 M
Total charitable contributions from Intel,
the Intel Foundation, and Intel employees
to Arizona-based organizations in 2021.

1,000+
Arizona teachers, schools, and nonprofit
causes supported in 2021 by Intel and our
employees, who volunteered more than
65,000 hours in the community.
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Engage With Us
We’d Love to Hear from You

Stay connected
Intel

We share Arizona’s values and vision, and we’re committed to creating a better
tomorrow for communities throughout our state. After all, we don’t just work

WeAreIntel

here - we live here too. We’re raising our families here, volunteering in
classrooms and nonprofits, protecting our environment, and helping to make

@WeAreIntel

our community a more vibrant place for everyone.
Visit www.intel.com/Arizona to learn more about Intel’s commitment to Arizona,

@WeAreIntel

sign up for updates, and share your feedback.

Meet the Intel Arizona Public Affairs Team

Liz Shipley
Director

Jenn Sanchez
Community Affairs
and Pre-K-12 School to
STEAM Programs

Angela Creedon
Local Government Affairs
and Higher Education

Linda Qian
Communications
and Media Relations

Britney Zink
Community Engagement
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